ichael Houlihan is a self-described
“serial entrepreneur,” with several projects going at one time. His
most successful creation, hands-down, is
based on a foot – Barefoot Cellars – and
as the brand name and footprint label suggest, the brand was designed to evoke a
spirit of laid-back, beach-going fun.
When Houlihan and partner Bonnie
Harvey launched Barefoot Cellars in 1986,
“fun” had not been part of the wine marketing lexicon. Yet consumers were quick
to embrace the irreverence of Barefoot

Michael
Houlihan

Barefoot Cellars co-founder
shares his story and industry
insights in a new book
BY

LINDA MURPHY

wines and sales grew steadily, hitting
600,000 cases in 2005, when Houlihan
and Harvey sold “the wine with sole” to
E. & J. Gallo for an undisclosed sum.
Houlihan’s Barefoot journey began
in 1985, when he acquired the dormant Barefoot Bynum brand from Russian River Valley vintner Davis Bynum,
who had produced inexpensive blended wines in his Albany, Calif., winery in
the 1960s and early 1970s before moving to Sonoma County to produce pinot
noir. Houlihan and Harvey put a whimsical spin on Bynum’s original foot label,
using Harvey’s footprint stamped with
ink on paper. Bynum was dropped from
the brand name, and Barefoot Cellars
launched in1986.
Without a grapevine or winemaking
facility of their own, Houlihan and Harvey built their brand on purchased bulk
wine and juice, blending them into nonvintage, varietal bottlings. Sparkling wine
(Barefoot Bubbly) was introduced in
1998. Jennifer Wall was their winemaker from 1995 on, and remains so today
under Gallo’s stewardship.
Houlihan and Harvey targeted Barefoot for grocery store aisles and end case
stacks, appealing to new and younger
wine drinkers with their unpretentious,
great-value wines that today sell for
at $5-$9 per bottle. Other brands have
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52 weeks. That was
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Bestselling Wine,” co-authored by

Harvey and collaborator Rick Kushman (www.thebarefootspirit.com).
In it, they tell the story of “a little
winery that broke all the rules, and
left its footprints all over the industry,” and offer advice for others in
the wine business.
We talked to Houlihan about
what vintners – and potential
vintners – can learn from the Barefoot story.
Vineyard & Winery Management
[ V&WM ] In the book, you write
about the “the Barefoot spirit” that
guided you and Bonnie through the
stages of building your business.
How do you define that “spirit?”
Michael Houlihan [ MH ] “The
Barefoot spirit” means you have
to believe that you are going to be
successful, no matter what happens. You’ll have setbacks, surprises and challenges every day,
and you have to get through them
to get to success. You can’t be
stopped if you have this attitude.
We started the company in the
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laundry room of our rented Sonoma
County farmhouse, and with no
money. Yes, we got our butts
kicked, but we learned, and the
Barefoot spirit kept us going. You
learn how to dance real fast when
someone is shooting at your feet!
We want readers of the book to
know that we are just like they are
– average people – and that they
can do it, too.
[ V&WM ] Are conditions different for “average people” today
than they were when you built
Barefoot?
[ MH] The conditions are much
the same. Distribution and sales
still trump price, quality and even
packaging. For most wineries,
growth requires vigilant distribution
management, which is something
we recognized right away.
[ V&WM ] So there is room for
other negociant-type businesses such as Barefoot? Are there
enough grapes and/or bulk wine to
support similar brands?
[ MH ] There has never really
been a shortage of wine. Somewhere in the world, there is a surplus. Whenever we have a shortage
in this country, we’re immediately
flooded with imports.
Purchase orders will always
be more important and in shorter
supply than wine. Therefore, first
establish the buyers, then build
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Houlihan and business/life partner Bonnie Harvey became vintners by chance.

the infrastructure. The advantage
of outsourcing production – with
excellent oversight, of course – is
that you do not have to pay for and
sell wines that are not up to your
customers’ expectations. If you
write your contracts properly and
provide adequate winemaking and

Jan - Feb 2013

production management, you only
have to pay for and sell products
that live up to your contract specifications. The cost of sales and marketing is so great that you may not
have the luxury to build infrastructure until you are well-established.
[ V&WM ] From the beginning,

w w w.v w m m edi a .c om

you produced non-vintage wines
from the California appellation.
What was your reasoning for this,
other than the ease of purchasing
bulk wine from various regions and
blending it?
[MH] First of all, we never intended to be vintners. One of Bonnie’s
business clients had not been paid
for his Alexander Valley grapes purchased by a co-op that was in bankruptcy. I tried to negotiate payment
for the grapegrower, and ended up
taking sauvignon blanc and cabernet sauvignon wine already in tanks,
and securing the co-op’s services to
bottle them. We sold the wine and
recouped the grower’s loss. That’s
how we got started.
We knew very little about wine
and winemaking, so we started
doing research, and meeting with
distributors and retailers. We
learned that customers cared more
about spinach than vintage. That
the 37-year-old mom with two-and-

w w w.v w mmedi a.com

a-half kids wants a wine that tastes
good and always tastes the same.
And we converted a lot of beer
drinkers to wine. We became their
Bud, their Silver Bullet. We got a lot
of our inspiration from beer.
[V&WM] You write about “worthy cause marketing” putting Barefoot wines in front of the kinds of
consumers who would be interested in them. What is worthy cause
marketing?
[ MH] It’s different than “cause
marketing” – that’s buying a sponsorship. Worthy cause marketing
is when you become a member of
a non-profit organization because
you identify with what it’s doing,
and it identifies with you. You get
involved in its fundraisers and
events, and you promote its cause
in the marketplace through your
products. You give its followers
a reason to buy your product, and
you build sales by bottle, case, city
and state that way.

[V&WM] What are some examples of Barefoot’s worthy cause
marketing?
[MH] For one, we worked with
the Surfrider Foundation and its
Blue Water Task Force to help keep
ocean waters healthy and beaches
clean. The task force gave California surfers kits with which they collected ocean water and mailed to a
laboratory to analyze for bacteria.
On our back labels, we encouraged
customers to donate $10 to the
program, and raised $200,000 in
six months. In return, surfers and
beach-goers supported Barefoot
Cellars by purchasing and talking
about our wines.
We also reached out to the LGBT
community when it was unfashionable to do to, and found ourselves
on the side of environmentalists in
the Save Lake Tahoe campaign. Our
brand ambassador, Randy Arnold,
didn’t have many marketing dollars
to spend, but had product to donate
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to the non-profit causes we supported. Having a heart is a bigger
goal than just selling wine.
[V&WM] You raised awareness
of the Barefoot brand without purchasing advertising, instead relying
on an aggressive point-of-sale program that included publicizing wine
competition results. Do you think
competitions continue to be important?
[ MH ] Competitions provide
third-party validation, which is especially important in the markets in
which those awards are won. However, it is critical to get the news
of such wins into the marketplace
immediately. We won hundreds of
medals, and took news of a gold
medal to the streets the next day.
We sold 600,000 cases of wine
in 15 states and 28 countries in
2004-2005, and did it with fewer
than 50 employees. We had just

two divisions in the company: sales
and sales support. Everything else
was outsourced. If our employees were not in sales, they were
supporting sales, and bonuses
were paid for sales success. That
allowed us to quickly respond to
positive awards and reviews, and
get the news into the hands of our
distributors.
[ V&WM ] With wineries and
wine brands proliferating throughout the United States, what can
producers do to stand out in the
crowd?
[MH] Wine brand-builders need
to realize that wine has become a
commodity. Cute labels and compelling catch phrases are trumped
by such mundane issues as price
per category, packaging, and varietal or blend. Everyone entering
today’s wine industry should ask
certain questions. For example,
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what is the existing price-point
for the variety, type or package
size that you’re trying to sell? You
should stay within that range, but
offer more value. Or what types of
varieties, appellations or blends are
in short supply? You can address
shortages with undiscovered wines
that compare well to existing popular wines.
[V&WM] What prompted you to
sell to Gallo in 2005?
[ MH ] When you get into the
wine business or any other business, really, you have to decide
why you are doing it. Is it to create a job for yourself that goes on
forever? Is it to provide a legacy to
give to your family? Or is it to build
value in a brand?
In our case, we wanted to build
value in the Barefoot brand. Brand
value can only be measured by
what someone will pay for the
brand. We knew at the outset that
we wanted to eventually attract an
acquirer. What we didn’t know and
what we found out was how long
that would take and how big our
brand needed to be.
We were looking for an acquirer
who would maintain the integrity
of the brand we built. Many brands
have virtually disappeared from the
market after they were acquired.
We didn’t want that to happen with
Barefoot for the sake of the customers and our own reputation as
brand-builders. We found a responsible brand steward in E. & J. Gallo.
[ V&WM ] What is the single
most important thing new and
potential vintners should know in
order to create a successful business?
[MH] Start small and learn from
your mistakes. It’s a get-rich-slow
scheme!
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